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be made, but in nearly all of them the increasingly important
parts played by Eden appear as incidents. His clear
definitions are noted, his energy appraised, his arduous re-
sponsibilities stressed; but the estimates are formal: he is too
young, he is the idealist who is defeated by facts.
In giving a brief resume of the well warn narrative in
terms of Eden's activities, the purpose here is to put forward
a different emphasis, namely that in all these crises Eden has
never had a full initiative. He has never commanded a united
opinion, a united Cabinet and a complete authority over
foreign affairs at one and the same time. When public
opinion was in fact and the Cabinet nominally behind him,
he was either a. subordinate or a partner; when the Cabinet
was in fact behind him over the abandonment of Sanctions,
public opinion wanted him to resign; when he wanted firm
guarantees from Mussolini, the Cabinet forced him to resign,
He arrived too late on the scene to take opinion and authority
by the scruff of the neck and force the world situation into
his own ways of thinking.
The tragedy begins with Laval's effort to follow up
Barthou's work in Eastern Europe and his own success with
the Saar, by a visit to Rome. It was clear that Laval had
identified the prestige of himself and of the new Flandin
administration with a Franco-Italian settlement of outstand-
ing questions; it was less clear how the one outstanding
question that really mattered, the tension on the frontier be-
tween Abyssinia and Italian Somaliland was to be settled.
If Mussolini meant to manipulate a war with Haile Selassie,
it was difficult to see how France could acquiesce short of a
complete reorientation of her foreign policy. A threat to a
weak state in Africa was by definition at Geneva a threat to a
weak state in Europe; a threat to a weak state in Europe was
by definition at the Quai d'Orsai an attack on the French
system of security by re-insurance.
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